Abstract
Introduction
Practically every fighter program since 1960 has had costly nonlinear aerodynamic or fluid-structure interaction issues discovered in flight test. The main reason for these "failures" is that the predictive methods used were not able to reveal the onset and nature of the problems early in the design phase. To keep the budget overshoot under control, fixes tend to be ad hoc and are applied without a sound basis of fundamental understanding of the physics concerned. Unfortunately, in future aircraft designs, the problems will only become more complex as thrust vectoring, active aeroelastic structures, and other related technologies are implemented for stability and control augmentation.
Unmanned combat vehicles will operate in flight regimes where highly unsteady, nonlinear, and separated flow characteristics dominate since there are no man-rating requirements. [1] To decrease the costs incurred by extensive flight-tests and the post-design phase modifications, it would be helpful to have a tool which enables aircraft designers to analyze and evaluate the nonlinear flight-dynamic behavior of the aircraft and/or associated armament, in the form of stability and control (S&C) characteristics, early in the design phase.
The present paper provides an update on the firstyear effort to develop a high-fidelity simulation environment that will bring together aerodynamics, aeroelasticity, and flight mechanics into a time accurate simulation tool. The benefits from such a tool to the areas of aircraft stability and control, flight simulation, and aircraft and weapon certification could potentially result in savings reaching into the billions of dollars. [2] The paper begins with a review of previous research in the field, followed by the objectives of this research. Next, the status of the tools being developed to support this effort is discussed. Finally, some preliminary results are presented.
Flow Solver
Computations are performed using the commercial flow solver Cobalt. Cobalt is a cell-centered, finite volume CFD code. It solves the unsteady, threedimensional, compressible Reynolds Averaged NavierStokes (RANS) equations on hybrid unstructured grids. Its foundation is based on Godunov's first-order accurate, exact Riemann solver. Second-order spatial accuracy is obtained through a Least-Squares Reconstruction. A Newton sub-iteration method is used in the solution of the system of equations to improve time accuracy of the point-implicit method. Strang et al. [3] validated the numerical method on a number of problems, including the Spalart-Allmaras (SA) model, which forms the core for the Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) model available in Cobalt. Tomaro et al. [4] converted the code from explicit to implicit, enabling CFL numbers as high as 10 6 . Grismer et al. [5] parallelized the code, yielding linear speed-up on as many as 2,800 processors. The parallel METIS (PARMETIS) domain decomposition library of Karypis et al. [6] is also incorporated into Cobalt. New capabilities include rigid-body and six degree-of-freedom simulation (6DOF) motion, equilibrium air physics and overset grids (currently in beta testing). A coupled aeroelastic simulation capability is also being developed.
F-16 Results
To date, a full-scale F-16 undergoing the following prescribed motions has been simulated: continuous α sweep, sinusoidal pitching, coning motion, oscillatory coning, and configuration plunge pulse. These motions represent typical wind-tunnel techniques for stability and control testing and were defined using an interactive GUI. In all cases the flow conditions were a low subsonic Mach number and a Reynolds number (Re) of 14.8 million. The sinusoidal pitching, continuous α sweep, oscillatory coning, and configuration plunge pulse are presented here, whereas, the full set of maneuvers are discussed in Reference 7.
The grid used here for symmetric maneuvers is a half-span, full-scale model of the F-16. The model includes the forebody bump, diverter, and ventral fin. The engine duct is modeled and meshed up to the engine face. The wing-tip missile and corresponding attachment hardware are not modeled, however, nor is the nose boom. The three-dimensional (3D) hybrid grid was generated using the NASA Langley grid generation packages GRIDTOOL [8] and VGRIDNS [9] , as well as the Cobalt L.L.C. grid management utility BLACKSMITH [1] . The surface grid comprises 167,382 elements and off the surface there are eight prismatic layers. The height of the first prismatic layer corresponds to an average wall y + value of less than four. In total there are 3.2 million cells with cells concentrated in the strake vortex. A full span grid with 6.4 million cells was created by mirroring cells across the symmetry plane for maneuvers that require a full span grid (e.g., coning, oscillatory coning). The boundary conditions are symmetry, adiabatic solid wall for the surface of the aircraft and the engine duct, and modified Riemann invariants for the far-field boundaries. A source boundary condition based on Riemann invariants is used to create an inflow condition at the engine exhaust. A sink boundary condition is used at the engine face to model the corrected engine mass flow.
The unsteady maneuvers were simulated using the DES, Spalart-Allmaras one-equation hybrid Reynoldsaveraged/large eddy simulation turbulence model with the streamline curvature and rotation correction (DES-SARC) to predict the effects of fine scale turbulence. Fully turbulent flow was assumed. The outer (physical) time step was set to Δt = 0.0004s, corresponding to a nondimensional time step (in terms of chord and freestream velocity) of Δt* = 0.01. The number of Newton subiterations was set to 5.
The unsteady numerical simulations were initialized by steady-state solutions computed with the Spalart-Allmaras RANS model with the streamline curvature and rotation correction (SARC).
The computations were run on 64 processors on 'Iceberg', an 800-processor IBM Power4 system operated by the Arctic Region Supercomputing Center (ARSC). Iceberg is comprised of a combination of 92 p655+ servers, each with eight processors and 16 GB of shared memory, 2 p690+ servers each with 32 processors and 256 GB shared memory, and 4 p655 I/O servers. The entire system has 25 TB of disk and a theoretical peak performance of five TFlops.
Sinusoidal Pitching Motion and Continuous α Sweep
A forced pitch oscillation was simulated numerically. The initial angle-of-attack of 30° was held for 0.2 s to give the flow some time to develop. Thereafter, it was varied according to the following relation:
A total of 5,500 time steps, corresponding to two complete cycles or 2.2 s of simulation time, were computed. The simulation took about 1,860 CPU hours on 64 IBM Power4 CPUs. Figure 1 is a sequence of images visualizing the flow computed for this sinusoidal pitching motion with imposed amplitude and angular frequency. Each image depicts an instantaneous vorticity iso-surface colored by velocity magnitude. The angle-of-attack is shown as a function of time in the lower left corner of each image. Note that the flow field is seen to be unsteady even at the beginning of the simulation where the angle-of-attack is static. This is due to the strake vortex experiencing vortex breakdown, and the massive flow separation over the main wing. At dynamic angles of attack, the flow field undergoes drastic changes, including the appearance and disappearance of a forebody vortex, the burst and reformation of the strake vortex, and the formation of a burst main-wing vortex. These nonlinear phenomena give rise to nonlinear behavior of the aerodynamic forces and moments. Figure 2 shows the lift coefficient C L as a function of the angle-of-attack.
The green curve corresponds to the first, the black curve to the second pitch cycle. For this case, the dynamic lift curve features a loop that occurs because of a combination of pitch damping and hysteresis. The "jump" in the lift coefficient at the beginning of the first cycle is due to the large acceleration that occurs when the sinusoidal motion starts at t = 0.2 s. The large acceleration is due to a rapid ramp up of the pitch rate. As a result, the lift coefficient increases from its static value to the dynamic value that corresponds to the angle-of-attack rate give by the sine wave.
The associated transient is seen to have disappeared in the second cycle.
Also shown in Figure 2 are the results of a continuous angle-of-attack sweep. The angle-of-attack was increased from 15° to 45° at a constant angular velocity of 10°/s using Cobalt's rigid grid motion capability. A total of 8,000 time steps, corresponding to 3.2 s of simulation time, were computed. Note that the initial angle-of-attack of 15° was held for 500 iterations to give the flow some time to develop. The computed lift coefficient data was smoothed in MATLAB using a 500-point moving average. The dark-blue and red lines in Figure 2 correspond to the raw and post-processed data, respectively. The fluctuations in the unprocessed data are due to unsteady nature of the flow field at the relatively high angles-of-attack simulated here. Note that the unsteadiness is inherent to the flow and is not caused by the grid motion. The computed results are compared to static wind-tunnel data reported in Nguyen et al. [11] The nine experimental data points are shown as filled circles in Figure 2. 
Oscillatory Coning Motion
Oscillatory coning motion, also called inclined axis roll, is another advanced experimental technique used to determine dynamic S&C characteristics. It is identical to conventional coning motion, except that the axis of rotation is not aligned with the wind direction. The result of this motion is an oscillating angle-of-attack and sideslip at the frequency of the coning, and with magnitudes that are equal to the angle that the rotation is skewed from the velocity vector. Figure 3 shows the results of a detached-eddy simulation of this motion with Cobalt. The grid was mirrored at the plane of symmetry and rotated to an initial pitch angle of 30° before the motion was initiated. The axis of rotation formed a 60° angle with the wind direction. Consequently, the anglesof-attack range was between +30° and −90°. The rotational velocity was set to 180°/s. The angle-of-attack, roll rate and free-stream conditions were chosen simply to demonstrate the capabilities of the simulation environment and do not reflect actual tunnel or flight conditions. A total of 8,800 time steps, corresponding to 3.12 s of simulation time, were computed. The images in Figure 3 visualize the flow field at different instances in time during the motion. Note the asymmetric flow field caused by the side-slip angles.
Configuration Plunge Pulse
For the half-span model of the F-16, three unsteady DES-SARC cases were run. Each simulation used a forced translational input in the direction normal to the free stream that varied temporally as a Gaussian pulse, i.e., the plunging input, h, was given by
where h is the amplitude of the pulse, t 0 determines the time at which the peak input occurs, and t 12 is the pulse width at half amplitude. The parameter t 12 determines the sharpness of the pulse and, therefore, the range of frequencies excited in the system. The three cases considered here used parameters 0. In Figure 4 we show a sequence of snapshots of the computed plunge maneuver with 1.0 h= c. The angleof-attack is shown as a function of time in the lower left corner of each image.
The snapshots depict an instantaneous vorticity iso-surface colored by velocity magnitude and a set of instantaneous streamlines. The figure shows that during the maneuver, the flow over the wing and tail separates due to high induced angles-ofattack. For the chosen combination of pulse parameters, the angle-of-attack range is -50° to +50°. Note that higher amplitudes result in higher angles-of-attack and angle-ofattack rates, assuming that the pulse length is kept constant. If the amplitude is kept constant instead, longer pulses result in lower angles of attack and angle-of-attack rates. Part of the problem is to find combinations of the pulse parameters that minimize the computational time but give an accurate response. Ideally, the pulse should be as sharp as possible to minimize computational time. Unfortunately, sharper pulses correspond to higher angles-of-attack. Thus, the pulse amplitude must be lowered to stay within the linear range.
Blended Wing Body (BWB) Results

Grid Generation and Timestep
Grids were developed on the Blended Wing Body (BWB) using the software programs GRIDTOOL [8] to develop the surface point distributions and background sources, and VGRIDNS [9] to grow the volume grid. Three grids were created on half the aircraft −2.75×10 6 cells (coarse), 4.65×10 6 cells (medium), and 13.5×10 6 cells (fine). The medium grid is shown in Figure 5 . All grids used uniform spacing for the first cell off the wall resulting in an average y + of less than one. The near wall grid used a geometric progress cell spacing in the wall normal direction.
The near wall tetrahedra were recombined into prisms by the utility BLACKSMITH. [10] A solution adapted grid was created based on the medium grid spacing using REFINEMESH from NASA Langley. The region inside an isosurface of entropy at α=32º was refined with cells that were 60% of the original size, resulting in a grid containing 5.2×10 6 cells. All grids were mirrored around the symmetry plane when run with a Detached-Eddy Simulation turbulence treatment.
Runs were performed using the SA model and all three grids for static conditions corresponding to the Q=60 psi (dynamic pressure) wind tunnel tests which had a chord base Re of 3.8×10 6 and Mach of 0.21. The resulting lift coefficients are shown in Figure 6 . Little sensitivity to the grid is seen in the lift coefficient, but the moment coefficients did show more sensitivity at high angles-of-attack. Based on these results, the medium grid was used in subsequent simulations.
Grid and timestep sensitivity was studied for the oscillating pitch cases as well. Runs were performed at Q=2 psi, M=0.1, and K=0.07, where K is the reduced frequency for the sinusoidally oscillating pitch. The amplitude of the pitch was set to ±5°, as in the experiments. Timesteps were non-dimensionalized by the freestream velocity and mean aerodynamic chord. The resulting pitching moment vs. pitch angle curve for several timesteps and two grids are plotted in Figure 7 . Although there are significant differences at the negative angles, the difference in moments on the up and downstroke around 0° (which quantifies the pitch damping) is very similar. The results show little sensitivity below a non-dimensional timestep of 0.01. Based on these results, the medium grid and a nondimensional timestep of 0.01 were used for all subsequent pitch-damping calculations.
Turbulence Models
Exploration of the various turbulence models was performed by static (non-moving) runs at Q=2 psi conditions. This turbulence sensitivity study included the SA, SARC, SST RANS models and the SA based DES model. For DES, calculations were performed time accurate with a non-dimensional timestep (made nondimensional by chord and freestream velocity) of 0.01. The calculation was run for 4,000 iterations to get past initial transients, an then time averages were taken over the next 8,000 iterations. Figures 8 and 9 show the lift and moment coefficients vs. angle-of-attack. The DES runs had unsteady oscillations of lift and moment, so error bars are placed to show three standard deviations of these oscillations around the mean. The SST results for lift seem to be the most accurate of the RANS models. It should be noted that the experiments have significant sting mounting effects and the data plotted has corrections applied that are currently being re-evaluated using CFD calculations with the sting modeled. The DES results underpredict the lift on the medium grid, which may be due to the grid not being sufficiently fine to resolve the LES content in the wake. The adapted grid results for DES give the closest match to the lift coefficient.
Pitch Damping Calculations
Moving grid runs were performed at various mean angles-of-attack and a reduced frequency of 0.07, with sinusoidal pitch oscillations of ±5° and Q=2 psi. The resulting pitching moment vs. angle-of-attack compared to experiments and the static case are shown in Figure 10 for SST-RANS. Again it should be noted that there were significant sting effects, which is likely the cause of the large offset between the experiments and the CFD. The shapes of the curves however are in good agreement for the CFD and experiments at both the high and low angleof-attack ranges. However, at a mean angle-of-attack of approximately 24°, the experiments show a reduction of pitch damping, while the CFD does not. Runs were performed with DES on the medium and adapted grids. Multiple pitch cycles were required to obtain a phase average since each cycle contained a lot of unsteady content. The medium grid failed to pick up the decrease in pitch damping near 24º just as SST RANS did. The adapted grid, however, showed improved results as seen in Figure 11 . Although more cycles would be required to smooth out the phase-averaged curve, the left side of the curve is collapsed, showing a decrease in pitch damping as seen in the experiments.
Tumble Calculations
A six degree-of-freedom simulation (6DOF) of tumble was performed to match conditions used in the NASA Langley spin tunnel. The grid used was 1/87 th scale with pro-tumble control deflections (all trailing edge surfaces deflected up), as was the wind tunnel model. Standard day sea level conditions were taken with the air coming from below at M=0.036. This resulted in a chord base Re of 260,000. Because of the low Re where the boundary layers were expected to be laminar but with turbulent wakes, DES was not used. Instead, no explicit model was used, in the spirit of Monotone Integrated Large-Eddy Simulation (MILES). [12] The simulation was started by prescribing a tumble around the lateral axis at the tumble rate observed in the wind tunnel. The time step applied was 0.01 when non-dimensionalized by the freestream velocity and the chord (the timestep being determined by a timestep study performed with 6DOF). The resulting pitch rate and pitching moment is shown in Figure 12 . The pitch rate rises from the initial rate to about 20% higher. Although higher than the experiments, the CFD was not constrained, while the wind tunnel model was tethered to prevent the forward motion that accompanies tumble. Roll deviations were minimal during the tumble, and the tumble was sustained. Future studies could examine recovery techniques by using control surface deflections, or flight Reynolds number calculations to see any potential differences in tumble characteristics.
Conclusions and Outlook
The status of a three-year project to develop a computational method for accurately determining static and dynamic stability and control characteristics of fighter and transport aircraft with various weapons configurations as well as the aircraft response to pilot input has been given. Now, just over half-way through the first year for the project, some initial simulation results for the F-16 and the BWB have been presented. For the F-16, the dynamic motions simulated so far include forced pitching oscillation, coning motion, oscillatory coning motion, plunging motion, and a continuous angle-of-attack sweep. The results of these simulations were mostly qualitative in nature, illustrating the ease with which advanced flight and wind-tunnel testing techniques can be simulated with CFD.
For the Blended Wing Body, a more substantial validation effort has been performed, with a more limited set of maneuvers focusing on pitch damping. Static calculations were first performed to examine the effects of grid resolution and turbulence modeling. Timestep and grid refinement studies were performed on an oscillating pitch case to select both the grid and the timestep for subsequent work. Oscillating pitch cases were used to predict pitch damping, with good agreement to experiments at high and low angles-of-attack. DES calculations on the adapted grid were the only simulations able to capture the reduction in pitch damping in the 24º angle-of-attack range. 6DOF tumble simulations were performed and were able to sustain a tumble with a rate close to the experiments.
In an ongoing effort, maneuvers will be developed to efficiently determine stability and control characteristics. Potential maneuvers are multi-axis forced motion, combined/arbitrary motions, wide-band input forced oscillation, one-degree-of-freedom translation motion (e.g., swaying), coning motion with superimposed forced oscillations, and flight-test maneuvers. As part of this effort, the potential of different modeling approaches, such as reduced-order modeling, sensitivity analysis, response surface approximation, and indicial functions, will be investigated.
Further comparisons with flight/wind tunnel stability and control data and linear theory (vortex lattice) will be performed. 
